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BADEN, SWITZERLAND, JANUARY 25, 2019 

Centre d’Impression Lausanne chooses 

ABB for press retrofit 

Centre d’Impression Lausanne (CIL), a print center of the Tamedia group in 

Switzerland, is ensuring the long-term availability of its Wifag evolution 371 press 

by turning to ABB for a press control retrofit. 

CIL prints various Tamedia products for the French-speaking part of Switzerland including well-known titles 

such as “24 heures”. 

The Wifag press consists of five printing towers, two folders and six reelstands. The scope of the order includes 

the replacement of the control systems on two printing towers and two reelstands and also new section control 

systems.  

The new systems supplied by ABB are based on its highly successful AC500 PLC and will be commissioned 

without taking the press out of production. The ABB concept fully supports mixed operation of old and new 

systems – a printing tower with the new ABB system can work together with other units that are still using the 

old system. This makes a step-by-step approach possible. The commissioning is scheduled to begin in October 

of this year. 

Damian Staedeli, head of ABB’s printing department, explains the significance of the order: “This is our second 

order in a couple of months that sees us replacing Wifag “Platform” systems that are based on AMK Symac 

hardware. This order from CIE follows the one from Gannett in USA for North Jersey Media and establishes ABB 

as the leading supplier for “Platform” replacements.” 

 

ABB is a leading automation supplier to the newspaper industry. ABB Printing delivers solutions that provide 

unique and totally integrated end-to-end control, protect existing investments and provide management 

information essential to improving profitability. www.abb.com/printing 

ABB (ABBN: SIX Swiss Ex) is a pioneering technology leader in power grids, electrification products, industrial 

automation and robotics and motion, serving customers in utilities, industry and transport & infrastructure 

globally. Continuing a history of innovation spanning more than 130 years, ABB today is writing the future of 

industrial digitalization with two clear value propositions: bringing electricity from any power plant to any plug 

and automating industries from natural resources to finished products. As title partner in ABB Formula E, the 

fully electric international FIA motorsport class, ABB is pushing the boundaries of e-mobility to contribute to a 

sustainable future. ABB operates in more than 100 countries with about 147,000 employees. www.abb.com 
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The Wifag evolution 371 press at Centre d’Impression Lausanne 
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For more information please contact: 

Steve Kirk 

Phone: +41 58 586 8633 

Email: stephen.kirk@ch.abb.com 

 ABB Switzerland Ltd 

Segelhofstrasse 1K 

5405 Baden-Daettwil 

Switzerland 

 


